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About This Game

With this game we try to challenge the player to finish the entire game with only 3 continues.

There are no save points so you have to make the entire run in one go.
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If you have friends (Or the internet) you can share cheat codes to skip some levels, but don't forget you will not get the
maximum amount of points and maybe not able to unlock certain achievements using cheat codes. The choice is yours.

With this game we're trying to get back to the old retro gaming age. Of course back in the time we didn't had Steam and it's
awesome features, so it's not completely back to the retro gaming age.

We try to make the game challenging as possible. Easy to learn to play, but you will need some skill to complete the game,
because the further you get in the game, the harder the challenges will be. At some point you will have less vision, or maybe

you're Blob will be upside-down.

Paying homage to games from the earliest days of video gaming, Blob From Out of Space is easy to play, but difficult to
complete 2D side scroller.

Blob is flying through space when his UFO gets shot down by a rocket and crash lands on an unknown planet. Blobs brother is
promptly captured by the planets evil leader and it's up to Blob to save him and to escape from the planet.

How the game plays is up to you. Each decision opens up a new path. Collecting diamonds opens up more choices, but with
them comes addition risk. With only 3 continues available and no save, risk is a bad thing! Discovered a cheat? Share it with

your friends, but use a cheat and you won’t get the maximum number of points. The choice is yours.

This game has:

Controller support

Local Co-op

Trading cards

Achievements

Special Blob powers
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Transform into enemies

Stick powers - slow down enemies

Wall jumping - jump against walls and jump again to reach places you were never able to reach without wall jumping

To make the game more challenging during the story we will be adding new gameplay features every update.

Gameplay features:

Over 100 levels including Dark levels (play with only a small amount of the screen visible); Vehicles levels (drive/fly a
vehicle and avoid explosions and bombs); Underwater levels (no jumping, but watch out for water creatures)

Great learning curve

Mini games - Diamond Rush and Retro Blob (Puzzle game)

Challenge your friends in YOLO Mode

Play with friends in local co-op mode

Relaxing game modes:

Diamond Rush

Retro Blob (Puzzle game)

Based on community feedback, we will be delivering regular updates including upside-down levels.
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Title: Blob From Space
Genre: Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
JosPlays
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 15 Oct, 2014
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Dynasty Feud is the best platform arena fighting game steam has to offer, and one of the best local multiplayer games as well.

While games like Towerfall and Samurai Gunn rekindled interest in this style of game, years later other developers have
managed to surpass these games. Kaia Studios have done just that with Dynasty Feud.

It is therefor a shame that some of the newer entries to the genre have not been able to gain as much traction as the earlier
releases. Dynasty Feud deserves a similar following.

The twist offered by Dynasty Feud is that instead of picking a character, you pick a team. Each team is balanced, has their own
playstyle, and has stronger and weaker characters.

Each game starts with a spawn countdown, in which you can select the character on your team that you wish to spawn, and after
death you can also select your new character (as well as cast a team-unique taunt before spawning).

This gives some extra tactical depth as well, as you can select a character well suited to dealing with a particularly difficult
enemy.

Combat is relatively simple, with only two attacks per character - however each character is different so in any one match you
get to use a range of different skills.

The fact that you have a suit of characters means that the game modes are centred around survival rather than kills. However
Dynasty Feud deals with this by issuing stars when a character scores a kill or dies. At five stars you can cast your team's super
attack - which is a very effective tool.

With 8 teams and 40 characters, the game has a lot of playability. If you like this style of game, Dynasty Feud is a must have.

Subscribe to my curator page for more local multiplayer recommendations: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/7189360\/. I haven't enjoyed an RPG this much since Kefka laughed his last.

The creators call it an homage to Final Fantasy's earliest titles, and it shows. They have taken the best parts of the first six and
made a wonderful game in their honor. I highly recommend this game, it has at least 30 hours of content on the easiest setting
and is highly replayable with the various character combinations and side-quests that are all referenced in the ending scene.

Well worth the price.

. Nice and funny.. Unfortunately, not that good. There are plenty of way better tower defense games on Flash gaming websites
such as Kongregate, ArmorGames and so on. This version of Incursion is quite boring and very slow.. it is really cool i love it a
lot but when i got an upgrade for a weapon it became bugged and stopped firing. aside from that it is an amazing game mainly
because the bosses are challenging and makes the reward that much better
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This game is basically Risk and it has tons of maps . No bugs and easy gameplay.. Buy the game on CDKeys for 12 dollars.
Multiplayer and zombies are fun, plus there are custom zombies.. This is basically a simple mobile game, so don't expect much
out of it. At one point the difficulty level ramps up really high, I personally couldn't get past this part, but I'm bad at video
games. There are better games out there; I don't recommend this one.. Best visual novel I have ever read.

Now let's hope Gold edition becames a thing. Fantastic game for just sit and play a little.
10/10. Hoops VR is a casual fun basketball themed game. One of my favourite basketball themed games available in Virtual
Reality so far. The design is nice, I particularly like the fire animation that occurs when you get a hot streak by shooting several
hoops in a row, and I like the basketball court themed sound effects. There a three different modes to the game, shooting regular
basketballs or shooting garbage into hoops, or alternatively shooting paper airplanes into rings. Although casual, there is a
competitive aspect to this game with local and global leader-boards to compete on, which is always fun, and there is also a timer
which adds a bit of a challenge to each mode. I\u2019ve found that it is difficult to find a game that accurately re-creates
basketball in Virtual Reality due to the way we have to hold the controls, but this is one of the most enjoyable basketball games
that I have found so far, and uses the controls to the best of their ability at this stage in VR development.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/McukxX7gmcU. It's really a shame, this game had potential but the way it was executed ruined it. The game
was more frustrating than fun and the reason being:

 - grinding excessively

- crafting new weapons and building your base to the max could of been fun if it was easier to find specific items and not just
have things randomly drop from enemies or chest\/breakable object.

- The map rearranges itself everytime you die or quit the game.

- This game needed a simple castlevania back dash to avoid enemy attack but instead your given a foward dash which only helps
you progress faster through the room.

- most of the main and side mission were about finding items, certain mssion also required me to find blueprints and upgrade.

- Certain doors\/shaft are locked which require a key to open them but if you die the map rearranges itself, forcing you to find
the key again.

Its been a awhile since I encounter a game that truly\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off, I should of
stopped playing after 2 hours but I gave it too much of a chance.
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